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In 2020, a key question that the pandemic posed was whether nations would act in solidarity and 

prioritise equity for the larger good over narrow self-interest. The experience in 2021 was that rich countries 

overwhelmingly chose self-interest — with several deciding to first inoculate their populations multiple times over 

rather than ensure poorer nations have at least a first round. It was amid this turmoil that India and South Africa 

had proposed at the WTO that all patent rights for COVID-19 vaccines, drugs and diagnostics be temporarily 

suspended to ensure smooth manufacture and distribution. While not surprising, given the history of wrangling 

over IP rights at the WTO, much of Europe and the U.S. were against any such reprieve, arguing that patent rights 

ensured better product quality and how many countries lacked the know-how and facilities; over 100 countries, 

including the U.S., support such a waiver now. The EU appears to be signalling truce, proposing that intellectual 

property rights held by international pharma companies on COVID-19 vaccines be relaxed for up to five years. This 

reprieve will however not apply to COVID-drugs and diagnostic devices. The waiver also allows pharma companies 

in developing countries to make and, further down, export vaccines without explicit permission from the patent 

holders, says a version of the negotiating text. 

While on the surface it signals equity, the proposal does not go far. Along with western European nations 

and the U.S., several Indian companies are now makers of COVID-19 vaccines that feed domestic needs and are 

available for export. They have achieved this through technology licensing arrangements with the U.S. and 

elsewhere. International facilities such as COVAX are now dealing with a problem of surplus vaccines and India too 

has begun expanding the drive to vaccinate younger populations. Therefore, vaccines, really, are not the challenge 

they were two years ago. A waiver of IP rights means little unless companies also share their ‘trade secrets’, and 

nothing in the current agreement hints at whether such sharing will be facilitated. Several countries, including 

India, already have ‘compulsory licensing’ arrangements wherein the government can revoke existing patents to 

enable drug manufacturing. Newer vaccine and drug manufacturing platforms have risen, bringing in their own 

complexities, and drug manufacturing companies have opted to enter into international collaborations rather than 

use forums such as the WTO to fight inequity. The Indian government must be more vocal about facilitating access 

to drugs and diagnostics and continue to champion the cause of developing countries. It must also strongly oppose 

moves to hinder the flow of ingredients necessary to manufacture them. 

 

 too little and too late (phrase) – blaming someone 

for not doing enough to prevent a problem and/or 

blaming someone for taking action only after the 

problem had become very bad. 

 patent right (noun) – an exclusive right granted for 

an invention, which is a product or a process that 

provides, in general, a new way of doing something, 

or offers a new technical solution to a problem. To 

get a patent, technical information about the 

invention must be disclosed to the public in a 

patent application. The protection is granted for a 

limited period, generally 20 years from the filing 

date of the application. 

 move (noun) – initiative, step, action. 

 hinder (verb) – obstruct, impede, inhibit, hamper. 

 ingredient (noun) – element, part, constituent, 

component. 

 pose (verb) – put forward, raise, ask, propose, 

moot, posit, postulate, suggest. 

 solidarity (noun) – unity, unanimity, harmony, 

cooperation. 

 equity (noun) – fairness, justness, neutrality, lack of 

bias, impartiality. 

 larger/greater good (noun) – the benefit of the 

public, of more people than oneself. 

 narrow (adjective) – narrow-minded, intolerant, 

illiberal, short-sighted, myopic, inward-looking. 

 self-interest (noun) – self-regard, self-obsession, 

selfishness, introversion, own advantage. 

 overwhelmingly (adverb) – with a great majority; 

to a very great degree. 

 inoculate (verb) – to inject/introduce a vaccine into 

the body of someone to produce immunity to a 

particular disease; immunize, vaccinate. 

 population (noun) – people, populace, citizenry, 

public. 

 rather than (phrase) – instead of. 

 amid (preposition) – in the middle of, surrounded 

by; during. 

 turmoil (noun) – disorder, turbulence, confusion, 

trouble, chaos. 

 World Trade Organization (WTO) (noun) – an 

intergovernmental organization that is concerned 

with the regulation of international trade between 

nations. 

 drug (noun) – medicine, medical drug, medication. 

 diagnostics (noun) – the process of identifying a 

disease. 

 suspend (verb) – cease, discontinue, terminate, 

bring to an end. 
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 given (preposition) – considering, taking into 

account, bearing in mind. 

 wrangle (verb) – argue, debate, disagree. 

 intellectual property rights (IPRs) (noun) – the 

rights given to persons over the creations of their 

minds. They usually give the creator an exclusive 

right over the use of his/her creation for a certain 

period of time. The IPRs are legal rights that protect 

creations and/or inventions resulting from 

intellectual activity in the industrial, scientific, 

literary or artistic fields. Copyright, patent, and 

trademark are all different types of intellectual 

property (IP). 

 reprieve (noun) – cancellation, suspension, 

postponement (of something undesirable event). 

 lack (verb) – be without, be deficient in, require, 

want. 

 know-how (noun) – knowledge, expertise, skill.  

 facility (noun) – amenity, resource, service, centre, 

place, location (provided for a particular purpose). 

 waiver (noun) – deferral, rejection, renunciation 

(with no stipulations/restrictions). 

 truce (noun) – temporary cessation/suspension (of 

hostilities); ceasefire, armistice. 

 hold (verb) – have, possess, own. 

 pharma (noun) – relating to pharmaceutical 

companies as a whole; (pharmaceutical means 

‘relating to the aspects like preparation, dispensing, 

and effective utilization of medicinal drugs’. 
 relax (verb) – make less strict, ease. 

 explicit (adjective) – clear, straightforward, definite, 

specific, categorical. 

 negotiating (adjective) – discussing. 

 on the surface (phrase) – apparently, evidently, 

ostensibly, presumably, seemingly, supposedly. 

 signal (verb) – indicate, show. 

 go far (phrase) – be successful, do well,  make 

progress, achieve a great deal, get ahead, advance 

oneself, make good. 

 feed (verb) – supply with a material; support, 

bolster, reinforce, boost, augment, supplement; 

satisfy, fulfil. 

 need (noun) – requirement, demand, necessity. 

 COVAX (noun) – COVAX is co-led by Gavi, the 

Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations 

(CEPI), and WHO. Its aim is to accelerate the 

development and manufacture of COVID-19 

vaccines, and to guarantee fair and equitable access 

for every country in the world. 

 surplus (adjective) – excess, excessive, remaining, 

extra, additional. 

 expand (verb) – extend, augment, broaden, widen, 

increase, raise; make larger, become bigger. 

 drive (noun) – campaign, motivation, effort, push. 

 vaccinate (verb) – inoculate, administer, introduce 

(with a vaccine to provide immunity against a 

disease). 

 facilitate (verb) –  make easy, make possible, clear 

the way for, open the door for; enable, assist, help. 

 compulsory (adjective) – obligatory, mandatory, 

binding, required. 

 wherein (adverb) – in which. 

 revoke (verb) – invalidate, reverse, cancel, nullify. 

 platform (noun) – forum, medium, channel, outlet, 

venue. 

 bring in/bring about (phrasal verb) – introduce, 

cause, produce, create. 

 complexity (noun) – complication, problem, 

difficulty. 

 collaboration (noun) – cooperation, alliance, 

partnership, participation, combination, 

association. 

 forum (noun) – medium, means, agency, channel, 

avenue, vehicle. 

 inequity (noun) – unfairness, unjustness, one-

sidedness, partisanship, bias, prejudice, 

discrimination. 

 vocal (adjective) – vociferous, outspoken, 

forthright; relating to someone who expresses 

his/her views frankly. 

 champion (verb) – advocate, promote, support, 

uphold, espouse. 

 cause (noun) – need, necessity, motivation, pretext, 

purpose, reason, grounds, necessity, justification. 

******************************************************************************************** 

 

 

The UN Security Council’s decision to authorise a new mandate for the organisation in Afghanistan is the 

most emphatic step taken by the world body in tackling the myriad problems the country has been facing ever 

since the Taliban takeover. According to the UNSC resolution, which was adopted by a vote of 14-0, with Russia 

abstaining, the UN mission in Afghanistan is authorised to promote gender equality, the empowerment of women 

and girls, human rights and an inclusive and representative government. There is no direct reference to the 

Taliban, but it urges the mission to work in “close consultation with all relevant political actors and 

stakeholders....” The Taliban have called for international help but shown no signs of sharing power or respecting 
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the basic rights of Afghans. In the 1990s, the Taliban had barred girls and women from education and work and 

taken a hostile approach towards ethnic and religious minorities. The Sunni fundamentalist group formed a men-

only, Pashtun-dominated government that only reluctantly allowed girls to go to elementary schools; older girls 

are still denied education. And barring some sectors such as health care and education, Afghanistan’s vast number 

of working women are not allowed to go to their workplaces. 

But the Taliban’s fundamentalism and their lack of legitimacy should not prevent the international 

community from working to ameliorate the suffering of the Afghan people. The country is going through one of its 

worst humanitarian crises. Before the Taliban takeover, two-thirds of the Afghan government’s expenditure came 

through donations. As no country has recognised the Taliban as the legitimate rulers of Afghanistan, these 

donations have dried up since August. The U.S.’s decision to freeze $9 billion in assets belonging to the Afghan 

central bank has deepened the crisis. Even government employees have not been paid their salaries for months. 

Only 2% of Afghanistan’s 38 million people have enough food, according to the World Food Programme. Its 

economy is expected to contract by 30% this year and nearly every Afghan citizen could be living in poverty by 

mid-2022, according to the UN. The international community is reluctant to step in over fears that the Taliban 

would use the aid to consolidate their power and resist further demands for reforms. But the international 

community cannot just look away when Afghans face mass starvation. With the fresh mandate, which got the 

support of almost all the major powers, the UN mission should start engaging the Taliban. This does not mean that 

the member countries should offer quick recognition to the Taliban regime. They should offer humanitarian 

assistance to the Afghans in consultations with the Mullahs, while at the same time putting pressure on them to 

accept at least short-term reforms and take measures to respect basic human rights. 

 

 mission (noun) – a group of people (delegation or 

task force) sent on a mission (assignment, 

undertaking, or operation). 

 pressure (verb) –  pressurize, press, push, 

persuade, influence, force, strong-arm. 

 oppression (noun) – persecution, abuse, 

maltreatment. 

 authorise (verb) – permit, allow, agree to, approve. 

 mandate (noun) – approval, acceptance, 

endorsement. 

 organization (noun) – planning, arrangement, 

coordination. 

 emphatic (adjective) – decisive, conclusive, 

resounding. 

 body (noun) – association, organization, group. 

 myriad (adjective) – various, many and various, 

manifold, multiple. 

 takeover (noun) – gaining of control, change of 

ownership; seizure, capture, occupation, 

overrunning, invasion, conquering. 

 UNSC Resolution 2593 (noun) – The Resolution 

demands that Afghan territory not be used to 

threaten or attack any country or to shelter and 

train terrorists and plan or finance terrorist attacks. 

It specifically mentions individuals designated by 

the UNSC resolution 1267. 

 resolution (noun) – decision, declaration; 

ruling/verdict. 

 adopt (verb) – approve or accept (formally). 

 abstain (verb) – not vote, decline to vote, refuse to 

vote (formally). 

 authorise (verb) – permit, sanction, allow, agree to, 

approve. 

 promote (verb) – encourage, support, champion, 

uphold, espouse. 

 gender equality/parity/equity (noun) – It is the 

view that everyone should receive equal treatment 

and not be discriminated against based on their 

gender (sex). 

 empowerment (noun) – authorization, 

accreditation; capacity-building, inclusiveness; 

authority, power. 

 human rights (noun) – Human rights are rights 

inherent to all human beings, regardless of race, 

sex, nationality, ethnicity, language, religion, or any 

other status. Human rights include the right to life 

and liberty, freedom from slavery and torture, 

freedom of opinion and expression, the right to 

work and education, and many more. Everyone is 

entitled to these rights, without discrimination. 

 inclusive (adjective) – all-inclusive, comprehensive, 

including all the parties/groups involved in 

something. 

 representative government/representative 

democracy (noun) – a government where citizens 

elect people to represent them and make laws on 

their behalf, instead of always voting directly on 

laws and other government actions. 

 reference (noun) – mention, remark, comment. 

 urge (verb) – encourage, push, prompt; advise, 

recommend, suggest. 

 actor (noun) – participants (in an action).  
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 stakeholder (noun) – a person with an interest in 

something. 

 call for (phrasal verb) – require, publicly 

ask/necessitate, demand. 

 bar (verb) – prohibit, prevent, forbid, ban. 

 hostile (adjective) – opposed, inimical, antagonistic; 

confrontational, belligerent, combative. 

 ethnic (adjective) – relating to a population 

subgroup (cultural, national, traditional/folk) with a 

common national or cultural tradition. 

 Sunni (adjective) – relating to Sunni branch/sect of 

Islam. 

 fundamentalist (adjective) – relating to someone 

believing in obeying religious laws strictly. 

 Pashtun (noun) – Pathan; They make up around 42 

percent of the population of Afghanistan. They live 

mainly in the south and the east of the country. 

They have a distinct language called Pashto (an 

official language since 1936). 

 reluctantly (adverb) – hesitantly, unwillingly. 

 barring (preposition) – except for, apart from, other 

than. 

 fundamentalism (noun) – fanaticism, radicalism, 

dogmatism/bigotry. 

 lack (noun) – absence, unavailability, non-

existence. 

 legitimacy (noun) – reasonableness, justification, 

validity. 

 ameliorate (verb) – make better, enhance, improve 

(a bad or unpleasant situation). 

 suffering (noun) – loss, distress, drawback, 

disadvantage. 

 go through (phrasal verb) – undergo, experience, 

suffer, be subjected to, live through, endure, 

tolerate, withstand, put up with, cope with, 

weather. 

 humanitarian (adjective) – compassionate, 

humane, socially concerned. 

 humanitarian crisis (noun) – it is also called as 

humanitarian disaster; a situation with high levels 

of human suffering in which basic human welfare is 

in danger on a large scale. 

 recognise (verb) – acknowledge, accept, admit 

something (existence, validity, or legality). 

 legitimate (adjective) – legal, lawful, legalized, 

authorized. 

 dry up (phrasal verb) – wane, disappear, fail, 

vanish, subside, dwindle, come to noting. 

 freeze (verb) – stop/suspend; limit, restrict, 

confine. 

 frozen (adjective) – relating to a bank or investment 

account through which no transaction can be 

made. 

 belong to (verb) – be associated with, be connected 

to, be linked to. 

 central bank (noun) – The banking regulator of a 

county’s banking system. (e.g. The Reserve Bank of 

India (RBI) is the central bank of India). 

 deepen (verb) – increase, intensify, escalate. 

 World Food Programme (WFP) (noun) – it is the 

food-assistance branch of the United Nations and 

the world’s largest humanitarian organization 

focused on hunger and food security. Founded in 

1961, it is headquartered in Rome. It is the leading 

humanitarian organization saving lives and 

changing lives, delivering food assistance in 

emergencies and working with communities to 

improve nutrition and build resilience. 

 contract (verb) – decrease, diminish, reduce, 

dwindle, decline. 

 reluctant (adjective) – unwilling, disinclined, 

resisting, opposed, hesitant. 

 step in (phrasal verb) – intervene, intercede, take 

action. 

 aid (noun) – assistance, support. 

 consolidate (verb) – strengthen, reinforce, fortify. 

 look away (phrasal verb) – to turn/avert one’s gaze 

(away from someone). 

 starvation (noun) – extreme hunger, lack of food, 

famine, undernourishment/malnourishment. 

 mandate (noun) – approval, acceptance, 

endorsement, authority. 

 engage (verb) – involve (in a diplomatic 

talk/discussion). 

 recognition (noun) – (formal) acknowledgement, 

acceptance, admission ( of existence, validity, or 

legality of something). 

 regime (noun) – government. 

 consultation (noun) – discussion, discourse, 

deliberation. 

 mullah (noun) – a Muslim scholar, teacher, or 

religious leader. 

 put pressure on (phrase) – to try to 

influence/persuade someone to do something in a 

certain method. 

 measure (noun) – action, step, procedure. 
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